TurnCair
Low air loss dynamic mattress replacement with assisted turn feature
Key features and benefits


Low air loss technology provides high levels of immersion and envelopment making it
suitable for patients at all levels of risk and for the treatment of up to category/stage IV
pressure ulcers



The turn assist feature facilitates easy
manual handling by caregivers for personal
care and positional changes, easy changes
of linens, inserting slide sheets and
positional changes that can be carried out
with one nurse.



Turn assist mode incorporates a range of
options: Left, right and both side turn with
hold function. ¼, ½, ¾ and “full” turn. 10,
20, 30 and 60-minute turn cycles



The lateral rotation feature also offers benefits for patients who are immobile and at an
increased risk of associated respiratory complications.



Simple, intuitive therapy control unit. Turn, Autofirm and Static operating modes. The
control panel locks out after five minutes to ensure patient settings are not changed
accidentally



Side bolsters support the patient during the turn



Lateral deflation creates a ‘down and in’ turn cycle enhancing safety and a sense of
security for the patient



TurnCair is divided into three anatomical zones; head, torso and foot, ensuring even
weight distribution for all body areas



20 individual therapy cells with 20cm deep construction help to evenly distribute the
patient’s weight



Rapid CPR deflate in less than 30 seconds by disconnecting hose from control unit



Bariatric version also available
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Technical Specification
Mattress dimensions: 91cm x 203cm x 25cm
Minimum patient weight: N/A
Maximum patient weight: 227kg (35.7st)
Modes: Autofirm, turn, static (with eight comfort settings from soft to firm)
Turn angles: ¼ , ½ , ¾ and full
Turn cycles: 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes
Turn options: left, right, both, none
Mattress weight: 11kg
Control unit net weight: 6.4kg
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